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utomatic gain rontrol (AGC) provides the capability to
rmalize wide Input signal variations into predictable small output

variations. AGC I~ s application to radio, television, and radar systems.
The AGC ioop will normalize the received signel In a radio to keep the
sound level constant and Independent of Input signal level; in a ra dar
receiver the AGC loop will normallie the Input signal prior to
direction.of-arrlval4gnal processing. It Is not uncommon for an AGC
loop to compress a 60-dlim Input dynamic range Into a l dlim output
variation~~~

(U~~1his book covers all aspects of AGC design; from static

regulation to dynamic regulation (modulation reductIon) to ioop
bsndwidth and rise time. The theory presented is practical and is aimed
at the working level engineer or technician. All equations are verified
with prac tical design examples, and although the material addresses radar
applIcatIons, the theory and techniques are valid for any AGC syMem~
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Preface

Automatic gain control is used in virtually every radio and TV receiver
and in various radio frequency test instruments. In addition , many radar
receivers employ AGC prior to signal processing. One could assume , with
the wide app lications for AGC , that the design princi ples would be widely
publicized. This , however , is not the case. There appears to be no single
reference devoted to this important topic.

This book presents all pertinent aspects of AGC analysis and design as
applied 10 radar-type receivers , from static regulation to dynamic
regulation (modulation reduction), to loop bandwidth and rise time. The
theory presented is equally valid for communication and TV receivers.
The effect of detecto r type , linear and square law , on AGC action is
covered In detail , and the theory presented is verified with a simple test
circuit. The results are summarize d in easy to use design charts (Figures
20 and 21).

Several practical applications are presented in Chapter 2 , using the
theory developed in Chapter 1. These applications include scanning beam
radar AGC, conical scan radar AGC , and a simple AGC loop employing
only one opera tional amplifier. A method to minimize the effect of input
signal step on AGC loop rise time is also presented. These examples are
not meant to be an exhaustive design disserta tion, but are presented only
as possible solutions. The Individual designer still has complete control in
the circui t design, but now at last throug h the techniques present ed here ,
he has an analytical head start in optimizing the AGC loop for his
Individual needs.

Richard Smith Hughes
China Lake, Calif.

April 1977
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Basics of Auto matic Gain Control

JNTRODUCFION

Many radars employ automatic gain control (AGC) to normalize the
~ed signal prior to signal processing (i.e., range tracking, signal

acquisition , direction finding, etc.) as shown in Figure 1. As the received
input signal varies , the input to the intermedi ate frequency (IF) amplifier
changes by the same amount. The AGC loop notes the changes and varies • 

-

the gain of the IF amplifi er in such a way that the output of the detector
remains constant (the AGC voltage could also vary the gain of the radio
frequency (RF) amplifier).

Figure 2 illustrates the basic components of AGC tracking loops
(continuous wave (CW) inputs will be assumed for now; however ,
operation with pulse inputs is basically the same and will be covered
later). The only difference between Figures 2a and 2b is that one uses a
low-pass filter (LPF) and the other an integrator. The differences between
these two techniques will be discussed shortly .

The configurations of Figure 2 are quite general in that most AGC
loops can be reduce d to the components illustrated (necessa ry pulse
stretching and timing circuit ry for pulse AGC operation are not shown in
the interest of simplicity). The input signal, Pin(dB m),0 is amplified by
the variable gain IF amplifier. The variable gain IF output may be
amplified or attenuated , depending on the wanted normalized output

For typo~raph1c*I reasons expreaslona such as P
~ 

dBm 
~ p,FI~~

dBm 
~~presented as P1~(dBm) and ?,p,SL(dBm) In this book.

3
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Automatic Gain Control

LOCA L
OSCILLATOR AGC VOLTAGE

ANTE NNA AMPLI FIER 
/____•_•__•

~L____

~~~~~~~~~~~~SIGNAL RETURN

NORMA LIZED VIDEO -’~~
’ 

PROCESSOR

FIGURE 1. Basic Radar Receiver.

P,F(dBm ) Pp0(dBm ) eD cc

A ,F td8rn~~~~~~~~~~~ C~~~~~~~~
dBm 

_~jJ%~ ~
(a)

P,F(d8m) Pp1~(dBm ) 80 8~ 
C

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~
(b)

FIGURE 2. Basic Components of Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
Tracking Loops. (a) Low-pass filter , (b) integrator.

power , PO,N(dBm), and detector Inpu t power, PpD N(dBm). The detected
signal is amplified by the video amplifier , A,,, compared with a reference
vOltage, RR.f, and again amplified by the erro r amplifier , A5 . The
re sultant voltag e drives the variable gain IF AGC input.

If P1,~(dBm) should increase, P0(dBm), Pp 0(dBin) , and thu s the
normalized video voltage, eN,  would Increase , Increa sing the AGC voltage , - -

and thus decreasing the gain until eN = ERef . - ~-~~Y: - - ~ -

_ _ _ _ _



Basics of Automatic Gain Control

Three basic parameters define the operation on an AGC loop:
1. Static regulation is the capability to compress large input variations

into small output variations. This is the same concept as regulation in a
regulated power supply. This compressed output variation , ~P0(dBm),
divided by the input variation , L~P1~(dBm) is called the compression ratio
(CR).

~Pjj .(dBm)
= 

~P~ (dBm) (1-1)

2. Dynamic regulation is the capability of an AGC loop to reduce the
dynamic input modulation appearing at the output , PJF.(dBm), and is
called the in put modulation reduction (IMR) . This quality is especially
important in conical scan radars. IMR is dependent on the loop gain (LG)
of the AGC ~loop and may be given as

IMR = 
1+~G (1-2)

The AGC loop output modulation (M0) may be given as

M0 = (IMR)M1 (1-3)

where M1 is the input modulation. Thus a small IMR is wanted (large
loop gain).

3. Loop rise time (,
~,.) is the 10 to 90% loop-response time due to a

step change in inpu t power.
These three par ameters will be discussed thoroughl y in the next

sections.

Static Regulation

Assume that the variable gain IF amplifier has a variable gain
characteristic as illustrated in Figure 3. (Most variab le gain IF amplifiers

S

-~~



Automatic Gain Control

60

E A ,p(dBm) A 0(dBm) — X(AGC)
0

z

~A,F(dBm )

2 0 -  &4GC
OR
X~’ 20 dBm/V
A0(dBm~ 60

0
0 1

AGC VOLTAGE, V

FIGURE 3. IF Amplifie r Gain Versu s AGC Voltage .

have a fairly linear re lationshi p between gain (dBm) and AGC voltage.)
The equation relatin g IF gain to AGC voltage is

AIF(dBm) = A0(dBm) -X(AGC) (1.4)

where

X = variable gain slope in dBm/V
A 0(dBm) = maximum gain

Defining gain in decibels with reference to 1 milliwatt (dBm) bears
some expla nation. AGC loops involve power levels and ratios in the IF
and detector portion and voltage levels and ratios in the video (or
postdetection) portion. To avoid confusion, power gains and amplitudes
will be specified in dBm and voltage gains and amplitudes in decibels with

6
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Basics of Automatic Gain Control

reference to 1 volt (dBV). Appendix A summarizes power-voltage
relationsh ips.

One primary function for an AGC loop is that it keep the output
power, P0(dBm) (or video voltage , eN) normalized to within a specified
amount , t~Pjj~(dBm), or &N(dBV), despite large variations in the input
power, ~PIn(dBm). The predetector amp lifier may be necessary to ensure
that the detector is operated at the desired level, linear or square law (see
Appendix B for detector characteristics pert inent to AGC design).

The static regulation characteristics of the LPF AGC (Figure 2a) will
now be discussed. Compression ratio has been defined in Equation 1-1. In
Appendix C* we solve for ÔP1p(dBm) as a function of detector type,
linear (Lvi) or square law (SL), and the results are

I~ Pi~(dBm) 1
M’JF SL(dBm) = 10 log +l J (1-5)

LAA~ ACeN j

r~P1~(dam) 1
t~l’JF.L,fl(dBm) = 20 log +11 (1.6)

Thus, to minimize the change in -output power , e~ , A 1~ and A5 must
be made as large as practical (X is assumed constant for a given IF
amplifier).

Solving Equations 1-5 and 1-6 for A AA E CN,

AP1~(dBm)
(A~ A.eN)SL = 

~ 
/ ~P1p(dBm) \ (1-7)

10

~P (dBm)
(A~ASeN)L jfl — , £?,~~d~~ ) 

~ 
(1.8)

20 - 1)

5
~~~~va~~na are given in Appendix C.

- 
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A utomatic Gain Control

Thus, since we know X and ~Pjj 4dBm), the necessary A AA SeN ~~Y
be found. The usefulness of the se equations is illust rated by the following
examp le.

Example Assume that •~ maximum deviat ion in output power of 1
dBm for an input power variation of 50 dBm is wanted. The variable gain
slope, X, is 20 dBm/V.

a. Square law detect or (Equation 1 -7):

CR = i/SO = 0.02 (1.9)

(A~ A 5eN)SL = (1-10)

20 ~1010 —i J

or

(A AAICN)SL — 9.66 ( 1-i l)

since

eN = A PeD N

I
(AAA~A PeD N)SL 9.66 (1-12)

Assuming that 1DN 10 mV (a reasonable value for a square law
detector),

44A,A, 965 (1.13)

8



Basics of Automatic Gain Control

or , in terms of dBV,

(A~y4eAp ) S~(dBV) = 20 log 965 = 59.7 dBV (1.14)

b. Linear detector (Equation 1.8)

(A AA SeN)LIfl = / 

50 
(1-15)

~l02 0 — ‘ 1

o1~

(A/~A 5eN)Lj~,, = 20.49 (1-16)

Assuming that eDN = 150 mV (again a reasonable value for a linear
detector),

A AA~AY = 136.6 (1.17)

or

(A AA.4,) Lin(dBV) 20 log 136.6 42.7 dBV (1.18)

It Is apparent that a linear detector requires less gain than a square law
detector. This may be useful if the AGC loop must be DC-coupled (as
would be the case for a continuous wave AGC loop); however, the IF
amplifier (or predetector amplifier) must be capable of providing the
nece ary power to keep the detector In the linear region.

To Illustrate the discussion presented thus far, consider the following:

9 4
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Automatic Gain Control

Minimum input for AGC action ?~n mj n(dBm) = -70 dBm
(or AGC delay)

Minimum outpu t under AGC P,p,mj n (dBm) = -0.5 dBm
action

Maximum output under AGC Pjp max(dBm) = +0.5 dBm
actio n

Maximum input for AGC action Pj n ,max(dBm) = -20 dBm
(or AGC drop out level)

The input dynamic range is

&1~(dBm) = Pin,max (dBm) - Pin,mj n (d Bm) = SO dBm (1-19)

and the output dynamic range is

1~P0(dBm) = Pip ,max(dBm) - Pjp ,min(dBm) 1 dBm (1-20)

Thus the compression ratio is

APjp(dBm)
CR — = 0.02 (1-21)

or , the output increases 0.02 dBm for each I dBm Increase on the input.
Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics of the AGC system just

presented.
This discussion has been for the AGC of Figure 2a. Figure 2b

— illustrates an AGC loop Incorporating a true Integrator. A true Integrator
has near Infinite pin at low frequencies; therefore , under normalized,
nonmodulation inputs, ~, —0. Thus,

10 
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Basics of Automatic Gain Control

2 1 AGC RANGE

~

. 1 .  

_
W

~~ O _ _ _

iN UT POWER 
~~iN~’ 

dBm

FIGURE 4. Typical AGC Character istics.

AP1f(dBm) ~ 0 (1.22)

and perfect regulation is obtained (further in the chapter the theoretical
equations presented will be verified with a practical example).

The next section will present the behavior of the AGC loop illustrated
in Figure 2, under inpu t modulation conditions.

Dynamic Regulation

Figure 5 illustrates the AGC loop of Figure 2a in classical feedback
form. Using conventional feedback theory, Oliver 1 has shown that

&1pQ’P) 1 j t~ein(PP~
e,p (PF) l+AB e1~(PP) 

(1.23)

~ B. M. Other. “Automatic Volume Control as a Feedback Problem,”
hoceedisp of the IRE. AprIl 1948, pp. 466-73.

11
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Automatic Gain Control

A

>~ L - --<

FIGURE 5. Block Diagram of Feedback Amplif ier.

where

e,F.(PF) = peak-to-peak IF output voltage

1~ejp (M ’)
(100) = percent of output modulation (M0)ejp (PF )

&1~(PF)
(100) = percent of input modulati on (M1)e1~(PF)

AR = loop gain (LG)

Now Equation 1-2 3 may be written as (assuming LG >> 1)

M1
MIF X t h  (1-24)

or the output modulation, of the IF amplifier , is reduced by the inverse
of the loop pin. Thus the Input modulation reduction , IMR , Is (for large
loop gains)

12
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Basics of Automatic Gain Control

IMR ~ (1-25)

and

= !MR (M1) (1.26)

The 1oop gain may be found (for constant input power) by breaking
the AGC input to the variable gain IF amplifier and modulating this
voltage. The loop gain is thus the modulated output voltage, I.>AGC’,
divided by the modulated AGC voltage, I~AGC, as illustrated in Figure 6.°

(
~~IF’~~ ~‘PD~~~ ~~D ~‘N

P,N(dBm) - CONSTANT —~~~~~~ 1 1 
~~~ ____

AAGC

f
LPF

I

FIGURE 6. Method of Finding Loop Gain.

LG 
L
~M~ C 

(1.27)

or

LG aA A~~ APDADAPA AA. (1.28)

where

The effsct of the low-pus filter (LW) will be ns lscted. Ideally this sets the



Automatic Cain Control

‘ I
GC = dynamic AGC gain, &ip(PP)/MGC (WV)

= predetector ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (“I”)

AD dynamic detector gain, AeD/&pD(PF) (WV)

A, = video gain , t~eN’&D (V/V)

A a = differencing gain &,/tie (V/V)

= error gain MGC’/t ~e1 (V/V)

The dynamic AGC gain is a nonlinear quantity, but for small values of
MGC may be given as (Appendix D)

AA~~ 0. 1 1 5X e j 1~(PP) (WV) (1-29)

The dynamic detector gain is also nonlinear; however , It may also be
assumed linear over small values of ~epD(PP) . The dynamic detector gain
for a square law detector (Appendix B) may be given as

A?D = 2KSLePD(P?) (V/V) (1 30)

where KSL is a detector constant.

p Substituting EquatIons 1-29 and 1-30 into 1-28,

LGSL ( O . I l S X e,p (PP)J l4pD 2KSL rPD(Pt’)4~A~4 (1-31)

However, since

i~p(PP) - E?D(~~)IAPD (1.32)

14



Bisics of Automatic Gain Control

~~~ 1
Equation 1.31 may now be written as

LGSL = 0.115 XIePD(PF)J22KSLa4PA aA C (1-33)

The detector output , CD, is (Appendix B)

CD = KSL (epD(PF)12

thus, under normalized conditions, CD CDN , and

LGSL = 0.23 £4pA aA C D,N (1.34)

or, since

eN eD NA, (1-35)

LGSL — O.23X.4aA,CN (1-36)

EquatIon 1.36 Is simple, but very accurate, as will be shown.
Using the ~ me methods, but for a linear detector (Appendix B),

ADL in *K LI,, (1.37)

and

rD LIN — ~~Lg,, epD(I’F) (1 38)

Thus the loop gain becomes

1s_



A utomatic Gain Control

LGL1n O. l2X4 a44eeN (1-39)

The loop gain will now be found for the problem described in the
example on pages 8 and 9.

a. Square law detector: A aACeN = 9.66
X 2O dBm/V

or

LGSL = (0.23X20) 9.66 (1.40)

LGSL = 44.4 (32.9 dBV) (1-41)

b. linear detector : A~ A~eN = 20.49
X 20d8m/V

L~GLin = (0.12) (20) (20.49) (1-42)

or

= 49.2 (33.8 dBV) (1-43)

From Equations 1-5 and 1-36 It can be seen that the loop gain and
static regulation (&,,(dBm)) are dependent on XA~A1eN; thus , for a
given IF amplifier A aA , can be maximized to give the necessary loop
pin:

AP~ (dBm)
= 10 log 

~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~,~q;~4)



Basics of Automatic Gain Control

and

LGSL = 0.23 XAAA CCN (1.45)

Solving Equation 1-45 for A aA EeN,

LGSL
A aAeeN = 

0.231 
(1-46)

and subst ituting into Equatio n 1-44,

1 0.23 t~P1~(dBm) ]
t~P,F.sL((IB m) = 10 log [ LG 

(1-47)

For the linear detector this equati on becomes

p0.12 t~P1fl(dBm) -I
t~P,F,Lifl(dBm) = 10 log L LG +1] (1-48)

Thus the loop gain uniquel y determines the static regulation.
Conversely, the static regulation uniquely determ ines the loop gain, as
shown below.

Solving Equation 1-44 for A AA1eN,

&1~(dBm)
= 

.~~ 

( aP,F(dBm) \ (1-49)

~10 10

SubstItuting Equation 1-49 into 1-45,

I ~P1~(dBm) 1
LGSL — 0.23 h.P1~(dBm) j (1.50)

10 lO ;J 
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Automatic Gain Control

and for the linear detector ,

£~Pin(dBm) 1
LGLIn = 0.12 aP1~ (dBm ) 1 

(1 51)

10 20

Thus if one is designing for a given static regulation , he has no control
over ioop gain , and vice ver sa.

The dynam ic regulation for the true integrator AGC loop of Figure 2b
is similar to the low-pass-filter loop, except that the loop gain must be
multiplied by the frequency-dependent gain of the integrator , Aj,,~,

= ZFIR (1-52)

where

ZF = -J/ 2ir fC (1-53)

or

l/2ir f CR L-90 degrees (1.54)

where the -90-degree phase shift Is due to the -/ term of the cal*cltor.
Thus,

0.036 XAAA.CNLGSL = 
ICR (1-55)

and

18
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Basics of Automatic Gain Control

I

0.018 XAaA1eN
LGLI,, = 

ICR 
(1.56)

The frequen cy response for the low-pass-filter loop will be determined
by the low-pass filter (assumin g that the open loop frequency, neglecting
the filter, is much longe r than the filter frequenc y response , which is
usually the case). Frequenc y response is covered in Cha pter 2.

Loop Rise Time

The ioop rise time, 1~, is defined as the 10 to 90% AGC response time
to step changes in input power. The rise time is dependent on the
nonlinear characteristics of the detector; thus the equations presented
here (see Appendix B for the derivation) are valid only for small input
steps (less than ±2 dBm). In Chapter 2 methods to improve this limitation
are discussed.

The rise times for the Integrator and low-pass-filter loops are the same,
and may be given as

9.14RC
1rSL = VA  A 

(1-57)
~~~~

18.3 RC
A 

(1-58)
~~~~

As can be seen , the loop rise time is also dependent on XAAA~eN.
However, the rise time can be calculated independently in terms of R and C.

The rise times given In EquatIons 1-57 and 1-58 are for CW Inputs.
What la the rise time If the loop li for pulses rather than CW? Chapter 2
will discuss a pulse AGC loop; however, the effect a pulse AGC loop has
on c, Is quite easy to determine. FIgure 7 Illustrates a basic pulse AGC
loop, and the pertinent timing Is shown In Figure &

____________  — 
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PIN

~~

Bm)_

~~~~

’

~~~~~~~~
T

J STR~~CHERJ~~~~~1~~~~~
”

____________ 

RESET INTEGRATOR
UPDATE

(TCOMPARATOR 
__________

THRESHOLD {)‘~ ~ 
TIMING

ADJUST

FIGURE 7. Basi c Pulse AGC Block Diagram.

INPUT PULSE TRAIN_J’ PR! 
~j1 JL..

PU LSE STR ETCH ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PULSE STRETCHER
RESET ____________  _________________  

__________

INTEGRATOR UPDATE  _____

PULSE IuuiT~p4 1 
_____________

FIGURE 8. Basic Pulse AGC Timing.

The operation of the pulse AGC loop is simple ; the input pulse is
amplified , detected , stre tched , and compared to the reference voltage ,
ERef . The amplifie d video also triggers a comparator (threshold) that
ini t iates the timing. The Integrator update switch is closed for a given
period, T~, every pulse; thus the integrato r is only allowed to upd ate the
AGC loop during T~. The effective time constant (T~~e~~) for the
updated integrator Is

IPRI \Tpui:e RC~~j~ ) (1.59)

The update duty cycle, D, may be given as

20
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T~ (1-60)

Thus Equation 1-57 may be written as

RC
Tpuise = (1-61)

All equations thu s presented for loop rise time , r,, may now be given
in more general terms as

9.14R C
T,SL = VA A 

(1.62)
a” € eNL~

18.3 RC
T,.LIn = 

~~~ 
(1-63)

1L~~~ ~~f2 ~eNL1

It is obvious from Equations 1-62 and 1-63 that the loop rise times will
be increased for decreased duty cycle.

It should be noted that sampling the AGC loop makes it a sampled
data system. This publication will assume that any input modulation
frequency is much smaller (by at least 10) than the sampling rate , or PRF
in pulsed AGC. If this condition is not met , our equations fall apart .

ALT1’OMATIC GAIN CONTROL DESIGN
VERIFICATION

• The preceding section presented the equatIons that characterize an
• AGC tracking loop. In this sectIon we will verify these equations using a

simple AGC tracking loop. Nonideal parameters will be discussed (La., the
IF amplifier’s variable gain slope, X, Is not linear over the full AGC
range), and practical design equations will be presented with these
nonldeal parameters In mind.
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Square law Detector Test Circuit

Figure 9 illustrates the circuit used to validate the equations alread y
presented . The philosoph y here is to analyze an existing AGC loop to
verify the equations rather than verify by design (Chapte r 2 presents the
design for several practical AGC loops). The square law detector will be
discussed first , then the linear.

Figure 10 illustrates the square law characteristics for the detector used
(see Appendix B for a discussion of detector characteristics). A
normalized video reference, eN, of -1 volt will be used; thus the detector
output , eD, IS

eD = eN/AV (1-64)

or , since A, = 240,

CD = 1/240 4.2 mV (1-65)

The detector Input power required to give an eD of 4.2 mV Is,
referrIng to FIgure 10,

PpD(~~m)~~ 
-19 dBm (1-66)

Detector D2 Is used as a temperature stabilizing element to minimize
the DC offset effects of D1 (with no IF Input , R~ Is adjusted until eN - 0
iou ). Resistor Rb Is adjusted to give the desired normalized video voltage,
C%? (-1 volt). The -6-dBm power splitter enables reading the output
power variation. The IF output power Is

22
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FIGURE 10. Detector Outp ut Veroas Input Power (HP 5082-2800).

P~~ (dBm) - 
~?D (dBm) + 6 dBm (1.67)

where both output s of the power splitter are the same (P0(dBm) —

PpD (dBm)).. Resistor RF Is used for the low-pau.filter AGC.
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Figure 11 illustrates the variable gain characteristics of the IF
ampli fier. It will be noticed that the variable gain slope varies with AGC
voltage (this is typical of many commercial variable gain IF amp lifiers).
The variation in X with AGC voltage and gain Is given in Table 1. As can
be seen, there is more than a three-to-one variation in X. Thus the loop
gain , static regulation (for the low-pass-filter AGC), and rise time of the
loop will be a function of AGC voltage ; thus the input power , Pj~(dBm).

The static regulation for the low-pass-filter AGC was presented as
(Equation 1-5)

60

50—

E 4 0—

3 30-
z
C,

~ 2 0 —

10 —

0 
-

~~ 
-

~~ 
-

~~

AGC VOLTAGE , V

FIGURE 11. IF Ampbfler Variable Gain Characterlitici.

TABLE 1. IF Amplifier Variable
• Gain Slop.. 

_ _ _ _ _ _

AGC voltags, V Gain, d m  X. dBmN

—1.75 40 18.2
ç .(~ ) ~ ~~ ‘~~~ I —LAS t~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~

—

~~~ ‘ :~~ ij~~i ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~ ? l i t ) /
-4.6 10 LL.

• ... . ~w . •~~ •~
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Automatic Gain Control

r~
pis(dBm) 1

‘~l’o,SL(~~m) = 10 log 
L 

(1-68)
XA~A~CN

which assumes a linear gain slope, X. Obviously the gain slope varies
• (Figure 11 and Table 1), and Equation 1.68 Is not valid. This problem is

easily corrected , however, by noting that

z~P10(dBm)
MGC = x (1-69)

where &4GC is the total change in AGC voltage for the total wanted
input dynamic range, ~Pia(dBm). Equation 1-69 may now be written as

~ ‘O,sL( dBm) = 10 log 
[ 

bAGC 
+11 (1-70)

L 4
~~~e

eN J

which defines the static regulation for a practical low-pass-filter AGC loop
using a square law detector (the linear detector loop will be presented
shortly). The static regulation for the integrato r loop will still be near
zero, due to the larg e static (DC) gain of the Integrator.

The parameters for the low-pass-filter AGC loop may now be given as
(see FIgure 9)

Ap D (dBm) — -6; Pp~ (dBm) — -19; ?,F(dbm) = -13

• 
•
~~~~~~~~~~ 

eN — - 1  (adjusted at —3 volts AGC);A, = 240

- 1; A~ 8.57; RC 9.6

The input was varied from -70 to -10 dBm (AP,~(dBm) - 60), and
the AGC voltage varied from -1.01 to -6.87 volts (MGC - 5.86 volts),
as shown in FIgure 12. The output power varied from -22.2 dBm at an
AGC voltage of -1.01 volts to -19.3 dBm at an AGC voltage of 6.87
voks (~P0(dBm)-2.9 dBm), as shown in FIgure 13. Thus th. change In
output power, AP0(dBm), ls 

• • -
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II
-~ ~~~~~~-~s J(~~~ -~ -,~

AGC VOLTAGE. V

FIGURE 12. Input Power Versus AGC Voltage
(Low-Pass Filter).

-23

~
1
~0 -~ -

~~ ~i, -~ -~ -‘ -
AGC VOLTAGE, V -

FIGURE 13. Detector Input Power Versus AGC
Voltage (Low-Pass Filter).

OP0 SL(dBm) 2.9 (1-71)

• The predicted change in output power, using EquatIon 1-70, is

S 86

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
- • •

~~~~~~~~~ 
~~o,sL(~~m). 10 log (8 57) (~

) +1] — 2.26 dBm (1-72)

_ _ _  
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A utomatic Gain Control

and is in excellent agreement with the measured value of 2.9 dBm. The
normalized video voltage , eN, varied from -0.78 volt for an AGC voltage
of — 1.01 volts to — 1.42 volts at an AGC voltage of —6.87 volts. Thus the
measured change in eN, &N(dBV), is

t~N.sL(dBV) = 20 log (1.42/0.78) = 5.2 dBV (1.73)

The predicted value is twice the change in output power , since the
change in eD (thus eN) in decibels with reference to 1 volt is twice the
change in input power in decibels with reference to 1 milliwatt for a
square law detector (see Appendix B). Thus ,

&N,SL(dBV) = 20 log ( MGC 
+i) (1-74)

A j~A~e~

or

‘~ N.SL (dBV) = 20 log 
[(1) (837) (1) 

+ 1] = 4.5 dBV (1-75)

which also is in excellent agreement with the measured value of 5.2 dBV.
The value for eN was changed to -2 volts by adjusting Rb, and the

measured difference in L~P0(dBm) was

APO ,SL(dBm) = 1 .23 dBm (1-76)

The predicted value , using EquatIon 1-70, is 
•

&O ,SL(dBm) = 10 log [
~ 

(8 57) (2) +1] = 1 28 dBm (1 77)

~ .—-~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~ Of -
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which again is in excellent agreement with the measured result. The
measured change in eN, ~eN.sL(dBV), was 2.15 dBV. The predicted
change is In excellent agreement with the measur ed value , as shown below.

&N SL(dBV) = 20 log 
[(1) (8 57) (2) +1] = 2.55 dBV (1-78)

The loop rise time was measured for input variations of ± 1 dBm , ±5
dBm, and ±10 dBm at three input levels. Table 2 summarizes the results.

The equations predicting the loop rise time are valid only for small
input deviations as discussed in the preceding section and App endix E.
The rise time for the low-pass-filter loop was given as (Equation 1-57)

9.I4RC
= 

X A 
(1-79)

TABLE 2. Loop Rise Time Results.
Loop r~s time . v,~ sdBm AGC, V X , dBm /V

—1 dBm +1 dBm —5 dBm +S cfBm —lOd Bm +lOdBm

—63 —1 .93 15 0.7 0.8 0.85 0.6 1 0.5
—37 —3.16 9.1 1 0.95 1.1 0.8 1.25 0.7
—26 —4.51 5.6 1.25 1.25 1.6 1.1 1.7 0.9

The predicted values are compared to the measur ed in Table 3 (± 1 dBm),
and as can be seen there is good agreement.

The deviation in loop rise time at large Input variations (Table 2) is
due to the nonlinear behavior of the detector (Appendix D). Two
methods to minimize this effect will be given In Chapter 2.

The loop gain was measured as Illustrat ed in Figure 6. The modulating
• frequency was well below the low-pass-filter bandwidth.

2,rRC 
(1 80)
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TABLE a Measured and Predicted Loop Rise Times.

Pm. dBm X. dBmN ~, (measured). $ r, (prethct.d— Eq. 1-79). s

-53 15 0.8 0.68
—37 9.1 1 1.13
—26 5.5 1.25 1.86

TABLE 4. Low-Pass-Filter
Loop Gains.

dBm AGC. V X. dBmN LG

—50 —1.96 15 25.7
—35 —3.19 9.1 15
—25 —4.53 5.5 12.8

(The open loop frequency response for this circuit , C removed , is in
excess of 3 kilohertz; thus the RFC filt er will determine the bandwidth
for frequenc ies up to about 1 kilohertz.)

The measured loop gains are listed in Table 4. The predicted loop gain
is (Equation 1-36)

LGSL = 0.23 XA~A~eN (1-81)

Table 5 compares the measured and predicted loop gains, which can be
seen to be very close.

Figure 9 (with Rp removed) Illustrates the basic integrator AGC loop
using a square law detector. FIgure 14 illustra tes the input power veraus
AGC voltage for eN = -1 volt. The measured change In the output power,
AP0(dBm), was 0.12 dBm Inputs from -65 to -10 dBm. The predicted
change, from Equation 1-22 , Is 0 dBm, which is In excellent agreement
with the measured result.

Table 6 summarizes the loop rise time results.
The predicted rise time, again valid only for small Input variations

(EquatIon 1-79), Is given in Table 7, and If agrees favorably with the
measured results. The value for eN was doubled, and the loop rise time
was halved, as predicted by EquatIon 1.79.
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Measured
and Predicted Loop Gains.

~ ri’ dBm X, dBmN LG (measured) LG (predicted)

—50 15 25.7 (28.2 dBV) 29.6 (29.4 dBV)
—35 9.1 15 (23.5 day) 17.9 (25.1 dBV)
—25 5.5 12.8 (22.1 dBV) 10.8 (20.7 dBV )

TABLE 6. I ntegrator AGC Loop Rise Time R esults.
Loop rise time, c,.. $

P~, dSm AGC. V X. dBmN
—1 d m  +1 dBm —5 dBm +S dBm —lOdBtn +lOdBm

—50 1.95 15 0.58 0.55 0.68 0.4 0.7 0.4
—35 3.19 9.1 0.95 0.95 1.1 0.9 1.2 0.6
—25 4.53 5.5 1.6 1.4 1.8 1.2 1.9 0.9

TABLE 7. Measured and Pred icted
_ _ _ _ _  

Loop R ise Times.

P.~~ dBm X. dBmN v~ 
(measured ). s r~ (predicted). $

-50 15 0.58 0.68
—35 9.1 0.95 1.12

—Ic

o 
-

~ 
-~~ 

JI -‘ -~ -
AGC VOLTAGE , V

FIGURE 14 laput Power Venus AGC Voltage (Integrator, Square Law Detector).
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The loop gain is frequency-sensitive , as discussed earlier.

0.036 XA~y4~e~LGSL fRC 
(1-82)

The measured loop gain for an input of — 35 dBm (X = 9.1 dBm/V)
was 0.03 with an input frequency of 10 hertz. The predicted value is

LGSL 
(0.036) (9.1) (1) (1) (1) 

= 0.0293 (1-83)
(lO) (280 X 103) (4 X icr 6)

which is in excellent agreement with the predicted results.
AGC loops employing linear detectors will now be covered , and the

pertinent equations will be shown to be valid.

linear Detector Test Circuit

Figure 15 illustrates the circuit used to verify the linear detector AGC
equations. The same variable gain amplifie r used for the square law
detector test circuit is used, as is the detector. - 

Figure 16 illustrates the
linear characteristics for the HP 5082-2800 detector. As can be seen, this
detector has linear qualities above 0 dBrn.

A normalized video reference , eN, of - 1 volt is used; the detector
out put , CD, is

CD eN/Ap (1.84)

A, = 3.3; thus,

CD = 1/3.3 = 0.3 V (1.85)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 
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FIGURE 16. Detector Output Versu s Input Power (HP 5082-2800).

The necessary Input power to satisfy Equation 1-85 is S dBm (Figure
16). Thus,

PPD(dBm) = 5 dBm (1.86)

and, referring to FIgure 15 ,

Pjp(dBm) = 5 -25 + 6 -14 dBm (1-87)

The low-pass..fllter AGC will be discussed first (A, 3.3, A~ l A 1
20, eN — - I volt). The static regulation may be given as 

-. 
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1~PObj fl (dBm) = 20 log 
(A
’
~~~N 

+ i) (1-88)

The input power was varied from -69 to 0 dBm (i~.Pj~(dBm) = 69), and
the AGC voltage varied from -0.82 to -7.03 volts (MGC 6.21 volts),
as shown in Figure 17. The output power from the 6-dBm power splitter
varied from -19.6 to -17.36 dBm (~P0(dBm) = 2.24) over the AGC
range , as shown in Figure 18. The nonlinearities for inputs larger than

-70

E -60 -
V

-60 —z

UI

$ELF-AGC
~20 - ACTION STARTS

~ -10 -

0 
—1 -~~ J3 _

1
5 .7

AGC VOLTAGE..V

FIGURE 17. Input Power Versus AGC Voltage (LPF , Linear Detector).

AGC VOLTAG E , V

FIGURE 18 Power Splitter Out put Power Versus AGC Voltage (LW,
Unear Detector).

— 
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- 10 dBm are due to the self-AGC effects of the input signal on the gain
(the signal is large enough to have a control ling effect on gain). This
condition must be avoided for linear operation. To avoid any effects of
self-AGC. only inputs fro m —69 to - 10 dBm will be used. Using Figures
17 and 18,

L\P1~(dBm) = -59 dBm (1-89)

MGC = 5.64 V (1.90)

1~P0(dBm) = 2.11 dBm (1-91)

The predicted change in output power is (Equation 1-88)

&0~~1~(dBm) = 20 log 
[( I )  (~~~20) +~] = 2.16 dBm (1-92)

which is in excellent agreement with the measure d value. The normalized
video output , e~ , varied from -0.895 volt (AGC = -0.82 volt) to - 1.143
volts (AGC = -6.46 volt s). Thus the change in eN is (in dBV)

&N (dBV) = 20 log (1.143/0.895) = 2.12 dBV (1~93)

This is the same as the change In output power , which Is to be
expected for a linear detector. Thus

t~N ,Lin(~~~’) 20 log ( MGC 
= AP0(dBm) (1-94)

A~AIeN

The loop rise time was measured for input vsiiatlons of ±1 dBm (AGC
= 3.1; 1— 9.1 dBm/V) and was 1.7 seconds. The predicted ioop rise time
is (Equat Ion 1 -58)

36
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18.3 RFC
Tr LIn = 

VA 
(1.95)

It/1~~ 1ef./

Or 

Tr Lj n  = 
18.3 

~~~~~ 
= 2.21 seconds (1.96)

which is in good agreement with the measure d value.
The ioop gain was measured to be 22 (AGC = -3.1 , X = 9.1 dBm/V).

The predicted loop gain is (Equation 1-39)

LGLI,~ = 0.12 XA6A1eN (1.97)

or

WLIn = 0.12 (9.1) (1) (20) (1) 21.8 (1 98)

which is in excellent agi~ement with the measured value.
The linear detector, integrator AGC loop is illustrated in Figure 15,

with RF removed, C = lpF , and R 1 = 1 M~Z. Figure 19 illustrates the
input power versus AGC voltage. This curve also deviates from the
expected at inputs larger than -10 dBm due to the self-AGC effect s.

The power output from the 6-dBm power splitter varied from -18.3
dBm (Pp D (dBm) = 6.7 dBm) for -65 dBm input power to -18.53 dBm
(PPD(dBm) = 6.47 dBm) for -10 dBm Input power. Thus the output
power changed:

1~P0(dBm) = 6.7 - 6.47 0.23 dBm (1.99)

which is very close to the 0-dBm change predicted. The normalized video
voltage, eN, varied from - 1.042 to - 1.018 volts over the same Input
power range. Thus,
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L~~~~~~~~~~~~
ARTS

AGC VOLTAGE, V

FIGURE 19. Input Power Versus AGC Voltage (Integrator , Linear Detector).

AeN(dBV) = 20 log = 0.2 dBV (1.100)

which is similar to the change In out put power , as is to be expected with
the linear detector.

The loop rise time measured for an AGC voltag e of -3.1 (X = 9.1
dBm/V) at ±1 dBm input power deviation was 1.8 seconds. The predicted
value (Equation 1 .95) is

18.3 (1 X 106) (1 X 1 0 6 )
= 

(9.1) (1) (1) (1) = 2.0 1 seconds (1-101)

and is in excellent agreement with the measu red value.
The loop gain is 0.0147 for a modulation frequency of 10 hertz. The

predicted value (Equation 1-56) Is

LGLI M — 
O.O18 XAAAI CN (1.102)

LGLI,, 
O.018 (9.l) (l) (l)(l) — 0.0164 (1-103)

10 (1 X I0~) (1 X 10~~)
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which is also in excellent agreement with the measured value.
A series switch was placed between the differenc ing amplifier , A A ’ and

the Integrator to verify Equations 1-62 and 1 -63. A pulse repetition
frequency of 1 kilohertz and update time , T~, of 500 microseconds were
used. The duty cycle is thus

TI’D~~~j~j  =T ~ (PRF) (1-104)

or

D=( SOO X l0~6) (1 X 10~) = 0.5 (1-105 )

The expected loop rise times are, from Equations 1-62 and 1-63,

9.14 RC,. — 1-106r,SL V A  A
AdS ~ I5 ,CN

18.3 .RC
V A  A 

(1-107)

or the loop rise times should double for the condition defined. Measured
results show exact agreement, and Equations 1-62 and 1-63 are valid.

The frequency response for the low-pus-filter loop gain (loop gain
decreased 3 dBV from Its low frequency value) may be given as

f3dBV(~~
) - 

2~RC 
- 

0.159 D (1.108)

It should be noted that a holding capacitor (sample-hold circuit) Is
needed to hold the error voltap , a,, for the low-pus-fIlter AGC in
pulse-AGC applications.
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This chapter has presented the basic theory and pertinent operation
equations for AGC loops , and the theo ry has been verified with a
practical AGC test circuit.

P,Ftd8m) Pp0 ldBm ) e0

P;~~ dBm~~~~~~~

\

~~~~~~~~~]I4
Z 

t~~4g~~L~/ ~‘ A p0(dBm~ 
C 

±A ,F(dBm~ AGC

n 1 (linear detector ) n = 2 (square law detector)

Static Regulat ion

_____ 
MGC20 !MGC 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _AP0(dBm ) 
~~~

- -  
~
°
~ It

A AA rDN +i) A AAI•N - nAP0(dBm )

10 20 -1

AP0(dBm) -~~~~~ 
[ Pp0 (dBm)fl

•(MGC) 10 20 +11K~4

-a’pp (dern)n
e(MGC) 10 20

A y 4 AA( r nAP0( d m )

KL1O 20

a 1.59 (tInier detecto r , a - 2.5 (aqu.r. law ditictor)

MGC
M,~

(d8V) - nAP0(d$m) A AA I,9N

10 20 -1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _  

tF2GURE 20. Low-Pa -Filter AGC DeMgn Equation Summary.
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~P0(dBm ) 
20 

, {0.12 nXMGC 
+i] MN(dBV) -20 log 

[0.12 nXMGC

Dyna mic Regulation

LG a O.12flXA AA E.N A AAe.N~~O~~
G

X

PPD(dBm)n -Pp0(dBm)n
(LG) 10 20

LG - bKXA1~4~ A~~10 20 
bXK

b - 0.0756 (linear detector) b - 0.096 (square law detector)

LG 0.12 nX [ MGC 1 LG - 0.12 nX I MGC 1
nAP0(d Bm) 

~~N~~~
11 ILio 20 -iJ Lio 20 -i i

Loop Rise Tim.
-Pp0(dB m)n

18.3 AC dl AC) 10 20
t~• •• 

XKA VA AA CD

0.159 0 2.2 AC 0.35
~
r3cjev~~G) 

AC 
(LG) (~,) a 

0 (LGJ(f3dSV (LG) J

d - 29 (linea r detector) - 22.9 (square law detector)
o — LPF updat. duty cycl e

FIGURE 20. (Contd.)

The designer now has the Information necessary to design an AGC
loop to meet individual needs. If static regulation is of paramount
importance , the Integrator AGC loop can be used , adjusting R and C for
the wanted response time. If InØ~ut modulation Is of interest , the
low-pais-filter AGC loop can be ~uied, defining R and C to give the
wanted loop gain frequency response.

FIgures 20 and 21 summari ze the equations presented in this chapte r ,
and will be used In the app!lcations presented in the next chapter.
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P1f (dlm) Pp0IdBm) 
~~ 

C

~~~ 
tIt~L~?,>.Lcic>I~e>1

n — 1 (linear detect or ) n 2 (square law detector)

Static Regulation

~P0(dBm) -0  MN(dBV) ~ 0

Dynamic Regulation

0.018 AXA~A~~~ (LG)fRC
LG- fAC Aj~AE•N = oo18 x

Pp 0(dBm) n —Pp &dBm) n
aXKAI,.4AAI 10 20 (LG) (fRC) 10 20

LG - fAC AI,AAAC - .XK

a - 0.0113 (linear detector) a - 0.0144 (square law detector )
I — input modulation frequency

Loop Rise Time

183 AC b(RC) 10 20
nXA~A~~~O XKAVAAAID

(LG, (V~~_ 2.2;c

• b - 29 (lInear detector) 0 - 22.9 (squar, lear detector )
D • Int.~ ator update duty cycle

FIGURE 21. Integrator AGC Dedp~ Equation Summary .
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Applications

Chapter 1 presented and verified the pertinent equations necessary to
char acterize and design AGC loops. The design of an individual loop will
depend on the critical design parameter , static regula tion , input
modulation reduction , etc. This chapter will present several examples -to
demonstrate the necessary techniques. A method to overcome the
nonlinear rise time with input steps greater than ±2 dB will also be
presented.

CONTINUOUS WAVE LOW-PASS-FILTER
AGC LOOP

A 30-megahertz AGC loop is wanted that will operate over a
bandwidth of at least 50 hertz and have an input modulation reduction of
0.01 (the output modulation Is 0.01 times the input modulation, or the
output increases 0.01% for each 1% increase on the input). The othe r
design parameters are

Pin,min(dBm) — -60;. Pin,max(dBm) — -10; P0(dBm) -15

A back diode detector, GE BD2 , will be used because of its low (near
zero) offset voltaga, which minimizes the need for detector temperature
compensation.2 The BD-2 has a diode constant of

2 H. A. Watson. Mlcmw.ve Semiconductor Devices end Th* (~ cssit
Appilcations . New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969.
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6 0 —

50-

E
0

— X 7O dBm/V
I’

z
C
U.

20 —

SELF-AGC STARTS
10 — AT -10 dBm INPUT

I I I I I I I
3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6

AGC VOLTAGE . V

FIGURE 22. IF Gain Versus AGC Voltage (30-MH z IF Ampli fier).

- 

- KSL = 1.2 (2-1)

and -15 dBm is well In the square law region; thus ,

P0(dBm) = PPD(dBm) (2-2)

FIgure 22 illust rates the variable gain characteristic of the IF amplifier
used. As can be seen,

I = 70 dBmfV (2-3)

and the AGC characteristics are quite linear over most of Its usable range.
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F a

A 6-dBm power splitter will be used at the IF amp lifier ’s output as
shown in Figure 23. Thus,

PJF(dBm) = -15 + 6 = -9 dBm (2-4)

and is well within the output capabil ities of the amp lifier used.
To conserve components, A~ and A~ will be combined as shown in

Figure 23. The value for A~ and A~A~ may be given as (Figure 20)

_PPD(dBm)n

A I,A AA E = 
10.4 (LG) 10 20 

— (2.5)

where , from Chapter 1 ,

LG 
IMR 

= 100 (2-6)

Now

—(—15)2

A,A AA. = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = 392 (2.7)

A vldeo gain of l0O wil be used, Ieavlng

A AA( — — 3.92 (2-8)

The complete AGC loop hi illustrated In FIgure 23. R , was set for a
P0(dSm) of - IS dBm (ERCf -0.277) for an AGC voltage of 4.12 (near
the center of the linear AGC characterIstic). FIgure 24 illustrates the loop
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P0(dBm)

P (dBm ) IF 6 dBm
IN POWER SPLIT

~~~~~~~
EBD .21~~~~~~~~~~~~~ v

~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~-,— .AGC 4./.4r ri,~ 1ov I N

0.1 ~iF 
1

0.1 M~

28k 7.3 kfl

_. P0(dBm) ADJUST
ADJUST FOR WANTEm.f 

~10 kfl

FIGURE 23. 30-MHz AGC Loop.

AGC characteristics. The loop gain was measured and found to be 90,
which is very close to the designed value. Figure 25 illustrates the static
regulation properties , and , as can be seen,

óP0(dBm) = 0.5 (2-9)

for P m,~~~(dBm) = -60 and Pin ,max(dB m) = - 10. The change in AGC
voltage over this range is

MGC = 0.71 V (2-10)

and the predicted static regulation may now be found;

AP0(dBm) - 10 i~j 2 
5 MGC 1O 20 

+1] (2-11) t
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-8(

-70 —

-60-

X ’~70 dBm/Vz
S

-2C —

-10 — SELF-AGC ACTION STARTS .

2!5 3J
~s 4~5

AGC VOLTAGE. V

FIGURE 24. AGC Voltage Versus Input Power (30-MHz Continuous Wave AGC).

or

—(—15 )2

&0(dBm) 10 Jog 
[

(2.5
~~

0
~~113~~) 

20 
+1] - 0.49 dBm (2-12)

This Is In excellent aVeement with the measured results.
The loop gain bandwidth, for C 0.1 pF , Is

47
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-15.8

-15.6 -

SINGLE OPERATIONAL A
~

PL
~~~~~~

__>/’

INPUT POWER 
~~IN~• dBm

FIGURE 25. Output Power Deviation Versus Input Power.

f3da(LG)
2~~~,~ (2- 13)

Or

f3ds(1G) = (6.28) (28 kcz) 0.1 ~zF 
= 56.8 Hz (2-14)

and the measure d bandwidth was 60 hertz. The predicted loop rise time is
U (Figure 20)

— 
0.35 2.2 RC

— 

[LG) V3 dBV(’~~)l 
— LG (2 15)

or

= 61 ps (2.16)
48
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At this point the reader may ask , “Can the two operational amp lifiers
of Figure 23 be combined? ” The answer is, of course , yes. Figure 26
illustrates the ultimate in AGC loop simplicity. All calculations performe d
for the two-operational-amplifier case apply to Figure 26 as well (C is
decreased to 0.01 microfa ra d due to the increase of R to 392 kilohms).

The loop Qan ‘k’~s me.isureu at 90. The static regulation is illustrated
in Figure 25 (the AGC characteristics are the same as in the
two-operational-amplifier case) and is very close to the predicted. The
measured loop gain bandwidth is 42 hert z , which compares well with the
predicted value of 40 hertz. If this ioop is to have a minimum bandwidth
of 50 hertz , decrease C.

F’IN

AGC 
51 nj

VOLTAGE io~~~ lO kfl
+ 10v - b y

10 I~~ P0~dBm) ADJUST

FIGURE 26. Single Operational Amplifier 30-MHz AGC Loop.

SCANNING BEAM AGC LOOPS

There is much interest lately in scann ing beam rada rs . The beam may
be scanned either electrically or mechanically, but the end result is the
same: the return is a series of pulses amplitude-modulated by the beam
pattern , as shown In Figure 27a. Figure 27b illustrates the scan timing
and typical returns. The number of return pulses (p) depends on the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF), scan frequency (start scan to start scan), live
time, scan width (0), and bandwidth (BW),
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_i~~~~~~~~~~~~
’ TARGET

BEAP,W~IIDT H

START SCAN~% ~~~~~~~~~~ )_7
END SCAN

ANTENNA
(a)

START END START END
SCAN RETURN SCAN SCAN RETURN SCAN

A I~~~ ME4
_ _  

A 
_ _

~ LIVE TIME ‘

(b)

FIGURE 27. Scanning Beam Radar. (a) Basic scanning pattern, (b) basic
scan timing and video return.

/BW\ I % llve time \p P R F I — i  I 1 (2-17)
~~8 ,  ~1O0 scan frequency~

One method of AGC for scanning beam radars is to normalize the
maximum video return as shown In Figure 28. This technique normalizes
the scan-to-scan video return. The peak detector holds the peak voltage,
as shown , and the AGC loop normalizes this voltage during the integrator
update time. The loop rise time may be easily calculated as (FIgure 21)

18.3 RC
~ 

(2.18)
-

it - 1 (linear detector), 2 (square law d.tecior)

D integrator updat. duty cycle

SO 

_ _ _



A~~l1catk,ns

NORMA LIZ ED VI DEO TO ANGL E
AND RANGE LOOPS

PIN (dBm) IF VID
PEAK

N DETECTOR

~~~~
C PEAK DETECTO R

____ DUMP

t INTEGRATOR
IUPDATESTART SCAN j  (

END SCAN

(a)

START END StART
SCAN VIDEO SCAN SCAN

I III1 AE~’URN
~t 1iIilli I t i TIME

DUMP AT START
PEAK DETECTORou’r~ui NI j~ 

SCAN
_______  i TIME

INTEGRATOR UPDATE ~1::~.Ti, .
~‘ . TIME

(b)

FIGURE 28. AGC Technique for a Scanning Beam Radar. (a) AGC loop,
(b) tinlng.

D may be given as (Figure 28)
dead time

(2-19)
scan time

D — (dead time) (scan frequency) (2-20)

Si
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OPTIMIZING LOO P RISE TIMES

The loop rise tim e calculation3 presented thus far are valid only for
small steps in input poweT , typically less than ±2 dBm. Tables 2 and 6
(pages 29 and 31) illustrate the dependence of the input step and polarity
(increasing or decreasing power) on the loop rise time. As can be seen,
the rise time increases for positive (increased power) input steps, and
decreases for negative (decreased power) steps. This nonlinearity is due to
the inherent nonlinear properties of the detector. Figure 29 illustrates the
normalized instantaneous detector output for a square law detector , using

AP
~n

(dBm)

eD = 10 10 (2-21)

ic

1! 
1

fit :
o a _______ ‘

~‘APPROXIMATI ON

~~~~~~AP INIdBm) WITH RESPECT TO REFERENCE

FIGURE 29. Insta ntaneous Detector Voltage Versus AP1~(dBm).

As can be seen, eD is very nonlmear for L~P1~(dBm) greater than ±2 dbm
Thus the AGC integr ator , or low-pass-filter input will be very large for
+APin(dBm) and very small for -~ P1~(dBm) (e.g., for 4Pin(dBm) +5,

~ 3.2 - I = 2.2, and for APj~(dBm) ~5, &j~ I - 0.3 0.7).
Thus the rise times for Large +~ P1~(dBm) should be expected to be
shorter than for large -~ P1fl(d Bm).

Cert ain AGC loops may require a more constant loop rise time with
large values of ±~P1~(dBm). Two solutions to this problem are apparent

L . 
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Appliaitions

from the previous discussion: ( 1) have a shorter RC time constant for
— 1~Pi~(dBm) steps, or (2) linearize eD versus AP1~(dBm) . The se two
techniques will now be presented.

Variable Time Constant

Figure 30 illustrates the vari able time constant circ uit. This Circuit
replaces the differencing circuit and integrator of Figure 9. The diode,
D1, blocks positive voltages (or +AP1~(dBm)), and the loop behaves as it
normally does; however, D1 turns on for -i~P1~(dBm), thus decreasing the

+1 V
50 k12

eN 
50 kCZ 2N2222A 4 M F

A .
M~~+19 V

ER~ 
ADJ US135O kfl 

1 MA 7110 kfl AGCI 5O kfl 
~~~~~~ 2 VOLTAGE

~10V lO kfl
100 kfl

FIGURE 30. Varia ble Time Constan t Circuit.

integrator’s RC time constant (R 1 and R 2 are now in parallel). The
transistor compensates for the 0.6-volt DC diode drop. R 1 may now be
adjusted to give equal rise times for ±~P~ (dBm). This idea works for
APj~(dBm) ~ ±5 dBm, but falls apart after that. A much better solution
would be to linearize eN with respect to t~J’i~(dBm).

linearized Time Constant

A logarithmic amplifier preceding the differencing amplifier (Figure 3 1)
will linearize eN with respect to ~P~ (dBm). A logarithmic amplifier has
the following characteristics (Appendix F briefly discusses logarithmic
amplification).
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[~)>.~ I . TO ~ AMPLIF IER

FiGURE 31. AGC Loop Employing Logarithmic Amplifier.

eN — K1 log K2 (ApeD) (2-22)

where

K1, K2 = logarithmic amplifier constants

Now, for a squa re law detector ,

?pD(dBm )
CD =0.4K ~L 10 10 (2-23)

and substituting Equation 2-23 into 2-22,

I P,D(dDm)1
CN K1 Iog K2A~ 10.4KSL 10 10 J (2-24)

or

KIPpD(d3m)

- - 
eN 10 

+k 1 log (K2A,0.4 K5L) (2.25)

Taking the derivative of EquatIon 2-25 with respect to Pp D (dBm),

- 

&p~(d8m~ 
- (V/d$m~ (2-26~
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or , the logarithmic video out put has a constant slope of K1 /10 V/dBm ,
,i~hich is the wanted result.

/ To calculate the static regulation, loop gain, and loop nsa time, simply
Include the Logarithmic amplifier in the calculations given in Appendixes
C, D, and E. The derivation of these equations is left as an exercise for
the reader. Figures 32 and 33 illustrate the pertinent parameters for the
logarithmic amplifier AGC loop.

An AGC loop will now be designed using the logarithmic amplifier to
optimize the loop rise time.

PoIt~~~ V

~~~~~~ GC +

X - IF gaIn slop. (dBm/V ) LS - logarithmic slops (v/dBV )
0 — updats duty cycle

Static Regulation

~~~~~ (d8m ) - 2.4~ A,LS 
A•N SL (d m) A:A~(LS~

~AGC MGCAP0.i.i~(dBm) - AAA,(LS) ~~NL,nI~~
m) - AAA, (LS)

Loop R ies Thiw (10 to 90%)

1.~O~~AC 2.1 C
‘r~.SL - X.44A, U.S)D XA~A, u..slo

• Loop Gain

LG~~ - 2  XAàA, ILS) L0
~

,, - XA~A1(LS)

1~~~~4LO) - (LGl fr,) .
F1GU~ E 32. Low-Pus FUt~ and Lo~ Vidlo AGC Deign Summaiy.
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P0(dBm ) ev 
____

PlN (dBm)
~~~~~1 t? 

~ ~~A ,F(dBm)’ 
A~0ldBm)

AGC

X IF gain slope (dBmIVi LS logarithmic slope (VIdBm)
0 integrator update duty cycle

Static Regulation

1~P0(dBm) ~ 0 £~
eNldBm ) ~ 0

Loop R ise Time (10 to 90%)

1.O5 RC 2.I RCTVSL XA~ A~ (LS)0 TY L In XA~ A~ (LS)D

Loop Gain

0.315 XA
~

A
~ 

(LS) D 0.158 XA
~

A
~ 

(LS) D
LG - L G . -SL fRC L,n fflc

-

‘ 
1 0.331

- ;-
~~~~

. (LG) (r,.) — —i—

f — input modulation frequency

FIGURE 33. Integrator and Log Video AGC Design Summary .

OPTIMIZED RISE TIME AGC LOOP

Figure 34 illustrates the pulse AGC configuration to be discussed. The
IF amplifier Is a commercially avaIlable 60-megahertz unit. The AGC
characteristics for this amp lifier are Illustrated In FIgure 35, and as Will be
seen , I varies from 6.25 to 17.5 dBm/V over Its useful range.
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~~ FOLLOWf

]

~~~~~~FIGUR E 34. Linear Rise Time AGC Loop.

7c

X - 6. 25 dBm N
ec-

- X - 17.5 dBm N

X - 11 dem/V
2 C -

10 NOTE: NORMALIZED
- — OUTPUT LEVEL —10 dBm X - 9.5 dBmN

0
I — 1 — — — -7

AGC VOLTAG E. V

FIGURE 33. VarIable Gain Characteristics for 60-MHz IF Amplifier.
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p
The detector is an HP 5082.2800 Schottky barrier detector similar to

the one used in Chapter 1, Figure 10. The detector will be operated in
the square law region (PPD (dBm) - 15), and the value for the diode
constant , KSL, is 0.879 (see Appendix B, Equation B-9). The normalized
detector output may now be found (Appendix B).

PPD(dB m)

eD 0.4 KSL 10 10 (2-27)

or

eD = (0.4) (0.879) 10 10 11 mV (2-28)

A 733 vIdeo amplifier with a gain of 10 (20 dBV) will be used ; thus the
video output , e,, will be (FIgure 36)

— 10 eD 110 mV (2-29)

+I OV  +1OV

I
93

~ l k f l
l k f l

0.1

.1n~~ n.d 
“

~~~~~~
‘
~~~‘ 

A, -2O dBV
4.7_

FIGURE 36. 60-MHZ Pulse AOC Dstector.Vtdeo Amplifier.
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p The normalized video voltage, e~ , is to be 2 volts , with an input of
110 millivolts. The logarithmic video amplifie r Is illustrated in Figure 37
and discussed more fully In the reference cited;3 it has the following
characteristics :

IS = V/dBV . (2-30)

where

IS = logarithmic slope

Ir 2 mA

R~~= 2 k ~Z

+20 V
R 2kfl

Os0.1 MF+1OV Ik fl 
kfl

1a0 r~~

0.1 ~P
0 ~2 4

9kf l

I ~~~~ VTIT kfZ kfZ lk f l

03
111(1 111(1

12 0
~

-O
~.1 V 0, 0g MD 9I$

4.IIrfl 4.611(1

- V

FIGURE 37. Pulse AGC Log Video AmplifIer.

3 R. S. Hughes. Logari thmic Video Amplif iers. D.dham, Miss., Artsch House,
Inc., 1971.
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4.0

3.6 -

3.2-

2.8 -

>

~ 2.4 -
LOG SLOPE - 90 mV/dBV

S
O 2.0 -
0

> 1.6 —

1.2 -

0.8 -

0.4 -

0 I 1 1
o —5 —10 —15 —20 —25 -30 —35 -40 -45

LOG VIDEO INPUT , dBV

FIGURE 38. Log Video Output Versus Input.

or

IS = 100 mV/dBV (2-31)

Figure 38 Illustrates the logarithmic response for the log video. The 
-

~~~

- 
- mea~~red logarithmic scale factor is 90 mV/dBV, which is very close to

the predic ed value of 100 mV/dBV It Is apparent from the above figure
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tha t an input of -20 dBV (100 millivolts) will givç (the wanted output of
2 volts (the predicted video output for a detector input of — 15 dBm is
110 millivolts). The instantaneous input dynamic range into the Jog video
is ±20 dBV (for a normalized 2-volt output); this corresponds to a
dynamic input power change, for a squa re law detector , of ±10 dBm.
Thus this AGC loop will have an optimized loop rise time for input steps
up to ±10 dBm. The ioop will be adjusted by varying ERef  until eN = 2
volts.

Figure 39 illustrates the follow-hold amplifier. Transistors Q1 and Q2
form a series switch. The switch is normally closed (Q1 and Q2
saturated), but it opens when pin 11 on the ~zA-9017 (driver gate) is
grounded. The capacitor holds this level until pin 11 goes to +5 volts. The
gain of the follow-hold amp lifier is + 1.

Figure 40 illustrates the differencing amplifier-integrator combination.
Switch S1 is the integrator update switch, and S2 is a DC reset switch to

+10 V

i k u  2 k f l

2N2907

+1~~V 5 kfl +1O V

N H0002I 100 ioo
FROM

01 A740 io
DIFF ERENC IN G

1,000 p AMPLIF IE R
5k f l  MD 2369

— i v  ~1k (1
FOLl OW-HOLD

_ _ _ _ _ _  -1O V
(LOW - HOLD)

+5 V-_,

11413121110 9 8
I ~A~O17
[1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 39. Follow-Hold AmpLifier.
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-T  +5V  DC RESET

I +l O V lO kfl _ _ _ _ _ _  

(LOW =

I I 10 
RESET )

N 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ 

_ _ _ _ _
1O k

~~~~~
ef
~~~~~1~~~ +i5~~

_Ai 3j It --15 V

/ - 10 V  ~~ INTEGRATOR UPDATE
ADJUST FOR (LOW - UPDATE)

+10 V
~4~~~~~~

Di

.I N3
I NTEGRATOR OUTPUT pA74

(TO AGC DELAY) 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A

FIGURE 40. Differencing Amplifier- Integrator. -

normalize the charge on the coupling capacitor (this increases the pulse
rep etition frequency rate that the loop can handle). The output of the
differe ncing amplifier (wit h no pulse present) is ERef . The loop is
normalized when the Input pulse to the differenc ing amplifie r , eN, ~
equal to ER ef

eN ERCI

where

eN = normalized differenclng amplifier Input pulse (2 volt s)

Now, if the IF input should increase after loop normalization , the
output of the differencing amplifier will be a negative pulse (Figu re 41a).
This negative pulse will be gated by S1, and the Integrator out put will
Increase until the pulse is again normalized (Figure 41b). The diode, D,
across the integra ting capacitor prevents the integrator fro m saturating.
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ER,f

—~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _  ____GND

CHANG E DUE TO INCREASE ON IF INPUT

EL

I GNO
(b)

FIGURE 41. Differencing Amplifier Output. (a) Increased IF input , (b)
normalized output.

Figure 42 illustrates the AGC delay (when AGC action starts) and
AGC drive circuit ry, and Figures 43 and 44 show the threshold and
timing circuitry. The time delay between thresho lding and the hold pulse

~ controlle d by the 390 CZ resistor and the 300 pF capacitor (Figure 44),
and was chosen to be 250 nanoseconds for this circui t. A hold pulse of 7
microseconds and an integrator upda te time of 5 microseconds was also
used as shown in Figure 45. The DC reset switch is closed except during
the 5-microsecond hold time.

it is sometimes necessary to design pulse AGC loops for a given
number of pulses (i.e., the AGC loop must close in N pulses). This may
easily be accomplished as follows. The loop rise time may be given as
(Figure 33)

1.05 RC
1’ (2-32)i~SL XA A (U)D

D Is the update duty cycle (Equation 1-60),

- 
- T~.

D (2.33)
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1 10

(2
SG 1401

3 7
0.1 MF 4 65

- - TO MASTER TIMING

FROM LOG 
0.1 pF •~I 10 pF

VIDEO II

THRESHOLD #10 V
ADJUST L. ~~~1O kfl

FIGURE 43. AGC Threshold Amplifier.

where the pulse repetition interval (PRI) is

~~J = J_— (2-34)

Thus

1.05 RC
Tr,SL = 

XA~,A~(Ls)T~(FRP) 
(2-35)

Now there are N PRF pulses In the loop rise tIme, T,,SL
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LOG VIDEO OUTPUT I1
____

250 ns u 
________HOLO PULSE ‘ -•t • ~~~~-“~~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

INTEGRATO R UPDATE ~ ‘1
FIGURE 45. Pulse AGC Timin&

N = (PRF) (r ,SL)  (2-36)

where

N = number of pulses necessary to close loop (10 to 90%)

or

N
T,,5L ~~~~ (2-37)

Now, substituting Equation 2-37 Into 2-35,

1.OS RC
N

~~~~~A ( L~~T 
(2-38)

A minimum of 65 pulses Is requ ired to r’ 
~ the ioop. This number

will occur for the maximum value of I; thus,

RC 
(65) (17.5) (1) (1) (0.090) (S X iO_6) 

(2-39)

or

RC 4.88X 10 4 (2.40)

— 

- 
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Let C = 0.1 pF;

R = 4.88 X l0-~ = 4.88 k~ (2-41)
0.1 X 10 6

Using a standard value of 4.7 kilohms for R gives results very close to
those predicted ; N ~ 70 pulses minimum (X ~ 17.5 dBm/V) and 250
pulses maximum (I ~ 5 dBm/V).

Figure 46 illustrates the AGC voltage versus input power. AGC action
was adjusted to start (via the AGC delay) at —72 dBm. The static
regulation was measured , and the output power varied less tha n 0.2 dBm
over a 50-dBm input dynamic range.

— AGC \ ~~N � 70 PULSE RISE TIME
E DELAY
U,
~0

~ -50 —

I-

~ -40 —
U.

• -30 -

N ~ 250 PULSE RISE TIME

-20 I I
-1 —2 -3 —4 — - -

AGC VOLTAGE. V

FIGURE 46. AGC Voltage Versus IF Inpu t Power.

This example was presented to illust rate the techniques Involved. The
nonbnear AGC gain slope does limit the usefulness of this scheme. More

68
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F I
consistent results would be obtained using the 30-megahertz IF amplifie r

• illust rated in Figure 22. The reader will have to justify to himself the
-
• necessity for employin g a logarithmic amplifier for individual design

needs.

CONICAL SCAN AGC AND FREQUENCY STABILITY

in presenting the AGC loops we have assumed that a single low-pass
filter (or a true integr ator) determines the frequency response , and this
frequency response is much less tha n the open-loop frequency resp onse.
This is legitimate for many AGC needs, but not all. One notable
exception is the AGC loop for conical scan radars.4’5 Figure 47a
illustrates a typical conical scan radar. The angle return is dependent on
the modulation envelope of the return pulses (Figure 47b) and phase with
respect to a reference voltage (Figure 47c). The resultant azimuth and
elevation signals are shown in Figure 47d.

The information necessary for angle tracki ng is usually obtained by
comparing the re ceived video with a reference signal (Figure 47b and c);
thus the signal modulation envelope should have no AGC at the scan
frequency (if AGC were app lied at the scan frequen cy, no modulation
envelope would re sult due to the inherent input modulation reductio n
characteristics of the AGC loop). Furt hermore , any phase shift of the
received modulation envelope must be kept small to avoid cross talk
between the azimut h and elevation angle loops. The loop gain at the scan
frequency must be much less than unity as will be shown.

The modulation characteristics for an AGC loop have been given as
(Equation 1-23)

‘~~ij ~~~~ ) 
- i (~~ln(1’1’) 

2-42)ejp (PF) 1 + L G  \e 1~(PP)

~ M. I. Skohslk. Int,oduction to Radar Sy:tem& New Yor k , McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1962.

5 D. K Barton. Radar System An.IyR& EngMWOOd Cliffs, N.J ., Prentice Hall,
Inc., 1964. 

- ~— -
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F
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FIGURE 47. TypIcal Conical Scan Radar. (a) Basic radar, (b) received
tarpet envelop., (c) reference volta . (d) asloluth and nievatlon signals
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Applications

or , defining modulation (M) as

M = Ae/ e (2-43)

M1~MIF = 1 L G  
(2.44)

The denom inator of Equation 2.42 determines the modulation
characteristics of the AGC loop. As mentioned earlier , the phase shift
must be small at the conical scan frequency ; thus the modulation phase
shift (0) may be given as (for small loop gain at the scan frequency)

= tan 
1 G ~ tan~ (LG) (2.45)

If , for example the required phase shift for a given conical scan ra dar
must be less than 2 degrees, then the loop gain at the scan frequency
must be

LG < tan 2 deg (246)

or

LG < 0.0349 (or -29.1 dBV) (2-47)

Thus some method must be obtained to ensure a loop gain of -29. 1
dBV at the conical scan frequency. There are several othe r requirements
for conical scan AGC loops, and they may be summarized as follows6’7 :

6 D. 3. Povejsil, ft. S. Raven, and P. Waterman. Airborne Radar. New York , D.
Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1961, pp. 419-26.

1 J . C. C. Field. The Desig,, of Autonwtlc-GaIn-Control Systems for
Auto-Tracking Radar Receivers. The Inst Itution of Electrical Engineers, Monograph
No 258 R , October 1957 , pp 93 108
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1. There must be high gain at low frequencies (static regulation).
2. The AGC bandwidth must be adequate to ensure proper isolation

from amplitude fluctuations in the received echo (for modulation
frequencies below the scanning frequency).

3. The phase shift must be small at the modulation frequency to
minimize cross talk. This determ ines the loop gain necessary at the scan
frequency (Equation 2-45).

4. To ensure adequate loop stabilit y and transient response , a
• minimum gain margin of 6 dBV must be maintained. Similarly, a phase

margin of 45 degrees should be maintained. As the AGC loop is simply
that of a classical feedback system , v’henever a 180-degree phase shift is

• obtained for loop gains greater than unity (0 dBV), oscillations will occur.
5. In pulsed systems, it is necessary o provide a minimum gain margin

of at least 6 dBV at one-half the pulse repetition frequency to ensure
stable operation. 7

The low-pass-filte r loop (Figure 2a) is the most practical one to use in
conical scan AGC. A simple example will now be given to illustrate the
techni ques involved .7

A conical scan AGC is needed that has the following pa rameters:

1’in ,min = -90 dBm 
~in ,max = +10 dBm

&0(dBm) < ± I dBm linear detector

Conical scan frequency ~ 30 Hz PRF = 2 kHz

0< 2 degrees MGC 5 volts

eN l volt

The total input dynamic range Is

~P3~(dBm) = -90 + 10 100 dBm (2-48)

Using Figure 20,

________________
- 
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1~AGCA ,~A eN = (2-49)
n~ P0(d Bm) -

~~ 
20

since

n = I (linear detector) (2-50)

A~ A € eN = (2-51)
1020 - I

The loop gain may now be given as (Figure 20)

LG 0.12 nXA~AeeN (2 52)

where

I = dBm/V = 100/5 = 20 (2-53)

Thus

LG = (0.12) (1) (20) 41 = 98.4 (or 39.9 dBV) (2.54)

Equation 2.45 relates the loop gain necessary to give the wanted
maximum phase shift at the conical scan frequency ,

LG<t an M (2-55)

• 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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or

LG <-29.1 dBV (2.56)

Thus the loop gain must be 39.9 dBV at low frequencies and decrease to
-29.1 dBV (69 IBV change) at the conical scan frequency, 30 hertz.
Also, any phase shift must be less than 180 degrees for any loop gain
greater than 0 dBV, and the loop gain must be less than -6 dBV at
one-half the PRF (or loop gain must be less than -6 dBV at 1000 hertz).
The easiest solution is to use a twin-T filter in series with a suitable
low-pass filter. It should be pointed out that the variable gain slope, X, is
usually not linear; thus the loop gain will vary as I varies, and the
designer must ensure that the loop remains stable. Field7 has an excellent
discussion on filter techni ques necessary for conical scan rada r AGC
stability.

CRYSTAL VIDEO AGC

Rada r receivers are sometimes required to have a very large
instantaneous bandwidth. One simple method of achievin g this is with a
crystal video receiver as shown in Figure 48.

The basic operation and analysis of the crystal video AGC loop are
exactly the same as for the loops previously described , but without the
added complexity of the detector (the detector is outside the AGC loop).
derivations of the pertinent design equa tions are exactly the same as
outlined in Appendixes C, D, and E, and are summarized in Figures 49
and sO.

NORMALI ZED V(OEO-TO-
SIGNAL PROCESSING

VARI ABLE
ANTENNA RF AMPLIFI ER GAIN VI DEO

~~~~~~~~~ DETECTOR 

~~~~~~

FIGURE 48. Basic Crystal Video Receiver.
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•lN(dBV)-..V
~~~
l tI;:;’— 1

1

1 AGC 

ER.f I

Static Regulation

MN(dBV) = 20 log 
(A

’
~A~~~ + i)

MGC •A AA EeN - 
~~N

(dBm)

10 20 —1

Dynamic Regulation

LG = 0.115XAA AEeN

LGAj~A5e~ ~~~~~~~

Loop R ise Time (10 to 90%)

- AC 0.055 TrXA 1~A EDiN

0.1690 2.1 RC
~3ev~~~ 

- AC (LG) (i~~
) - 0

X — variable gain slope ~dBV/V) 0 - LPF update duty cycle

FIGURE 49. Low-Pass Filter , Crystal Video AGC Loop Design Equations.
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ERBf

AGC

Static Regulatio n

~eN(dBV) ~ 0

Dynamic Regulation

0.115XA~ A~eN L G f R C
LG - MC 

A~
A = 

0.115 X

Loop R ise Time (10 to 90%)

Tr 
= 

XA j~
A

~
O N 

AC = 0.055 r,XA~A~
DeN

X variable gain slope (dBV IV) 0 = integrator update duty cycle

FIGURE 50. Integrator, Crystal Video AGC Loop Design Equations.
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Appendi x A

POWER-VOLTAGE REL ATIONSHIPS

FOR A 50-OHM SYSTEM

IF INPUT 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

IF OU~~ UT

• 
lN 1

~~ *~(PP)

- ~ RM&
2 

0.02 
~RMS~

2 eRMS = 7.07 ¶11

e(PP) — 2.83 6RMS e(PP) = 20

e(dB V ) 20 log a(PP) = 10 log P4 26

P(dBm) - 10 log P + 30

.(dBV) - P(dBm) — 4 P(dBm ) 20 log e(PP) + 4

P(dBm) - 4 P(dBm)
.IPP) — 10 20 — (0.63) 10 20

FJG U RE A- i. Power-Voltage Relationships for a 50-Ohm System.
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I!

Appendix B

BASIC DETECFOR CHARACFERISTICS

(

The crystal diode detector converts the IF waveform into a DC
waveform for continuous wave AGC, or into pulses for pulse AGC. The
basic characteristics for detectors are square law for low input powers
(the output voltage increases 2 dBV for each dBM increase in input
power), and linear for high input powers (the output voltage increases 1
dBV for each dBm increase in input power). Watson 2 covers detector
characteristics in detail; however, several important characteristics
pertinent to AGC design will be presented here.

Figure B-I illustrates the input-output characteristics for a typical
Schottky barrier detector (HP 5082-2800). The square law characteristics
will be covered first , then the linear. 

- 

-

The square law detector characteristics extend for input powers of — 8
dBm and lower. The output voltage, e~ , may be given as

eD KSL [epD(PP)]2 (B.l)

where

KSL = diode constant

The diode constant is

78
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0

‘4

‘4
‘4

LINEAR REGION ‘4
‘4> ‘4 >0 1 -  - - - 20w-~

1-
D

TRA NSITION REGION

0g
O 0

0.010 - 
~~~~‘ —1*-— u - —40

aD 7
SQUARE LAW

REGION

0.00! 1 I I —60
+15 +10 +5 0 —5 —10 —15 —20

DETECTOR I NPUT (P~0) , dBm

FIGURE B-i. Detector Characterist ics.

e
KSL = 

D (B-2)
[epD(FF)12

- 
A curie relating CD to ePD(FP) is seldom, if ever , given. The value of

KSL may be found, provided a curve similar to that in Figure B-i Is
- - given, as follows:

Using Equation B-I ,

20 log eD,SL eD(dBV) = KSL(dBV) + 40 log ep0(PF) (B-3)

— ~ —- —_— 
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or

KSL(dBV) = eD (dBV) = -40 log epD(FP) (B-4)

I
Substituting F(dBm) for epD(PP) (Appendix A),

KSL(dBV) = eD (dBV) -2 PPD(dBm) +8 (B-5)

or

eD (dBV) — 2 PpD (d Bm) +8

KSL = 10 20 (B-6)

Simplifying,

I 
e0(dBV)~ ~ 

-PpD(dBm)1

KSL = 2.5 1 Lb 20 J Lb 10 J (B-7)

and simplifying further , -

_PpD(dBm)

KSL 2.5 1 ~~ 10 ~~ (B-8)

Referring to Figure B-i , the square-law diode constant is (PPD(dBm) =
-2O, eD = 3.5 mV)

— (—20 )
KSL (231) (3.5 X 1O~~) 10 10 = 0.879 (B.9)
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Basic Detector Characteristics

Knowing KSL, eD for any Pp~ (dBm) may be found by solving
Equation B-8 for eD :

PFD(dBm)

eD = 0.4 KSL 10 10 (B-b )

or , if eD(dBV) is wanted,

eD(cIBV) = KSL(dBV) + 2 PpD(~~m) - 8 (B-li)

The dynamic detector gain, AD SL(VI V) is important in fmding the
loop gain. The dynamic detector gain may be found for a given
normalized input , epD(PP), by differentiating Equation B-2 :

d eD
AD,SL(V/V) = (epD(PP) = constant) (B-i2)

d ep D (PP)

or

ADSL (V/Y) 2K SL ePD(PF) (B.13)

Referring again to Appendix A for e(PF),

~PLY 4

AD SL(VI V) = 2 KSL 10 20 (B-14)
- a.

or

Pp~~(dBm )

AD ,SL(VI V) = l .26 K5L 10 20 (B-iS)

81
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Automatic Gain Control

The dynamic detector gain in V/dBm, AD SL (VfdBm), is needed when
• solving for the loop rise time, Tr. This gain may be found by

differentiating Equation B.10. The solution to this differentiation is

PPD(dBm)
- • AD,SL(V/dBm) 0.092 KSL 10 10 (B-16)

The voltage gains for the diode illustrated in Figure B-i are, assuming
PPD(dBm) = -30 dBm , - .

— 30
AD ,SL(V/ V)  = (1.26) (0.879) 10 20 = 0.035 V/V (B-17)

—30

AD,SL (V/dBm) (0.092) (0.879) 10 10 = 8.09 X 1O~~ V/dBm
(B-18)

Figure B-2 summarizes - the square law detector characteristics.

Linea r detector characteristics extend for input powers larger than — 2
dBm for the HP 5082-2800 detector (Figure B-i). The output voltage

- 

- may be glven as

eD = XLI ,, epD(PF) (B-19)

where

KLIn = diode constant

Since, using Appendix A , • • 
•

• 

- -
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0p0(PP) 80

Pp0(dBm) F

K~~ [ ep o(PP ) ] 2 = 0.4 KSL 10 
(0

e0(dBV)
Pp0(dBm ) = 10 log e0 — 10 log KSL + ~ = 

2 —KSL(dBV) + 4

ro.25 80Pp0(dBm ) - 10 log [ KSL

-Pp0(dBm)

— ________ = 2.51 e
~ 

10

AO.SL(VN) - 2  k& epD(PP) VN

Pp0(dBm )

A0,&(VN) - 1.26 KSL 10 20 VN

Pp0(dBm)

A0,~~(V/dBM ) - 0.092 KSL 10 10 V/dBm

A0,ç~(V/dBm) - 0.23 V/dBm

FIGURE B-2. Square Law Detector Characteristics.

P,D(dBm)

ep0(PF) = (0.63) 10 20 (B-20)

Equation B-19 becomes

Pp0(dBm)

CD = 0.63 
~ LIJ~ 

10 20 (B.21)
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KLfn for the detector may now be found by solving Equation B-2l:

Pp0(dBm)

KLj fl = 1.6 eD 10 20 (B-22)

Referrin g to Figure B-i , the linear detector diode constant for
PPD (dBm) +10, eJ~ = 0.52, is

— 10
KLIn = (1.6) (0.52) 10 20 = 0.26 (B-23)

The dynamic detector gain, AD,LIfl(V/V), is

d eDAD Lj fl (V/V) = (epD(PP) = constant) (B.24)d ep D (PF)

or

AD L,fl(V/V) = KLIn (B-25)

Thus for the diode under discussion,

AD,LI ,(V/V) = 0.26 V/V (B-26)

The dynamic detector gain in V/dBm, AD,Lj fl(V/dBm) can be found
by differentiating Equation B-2 1 ,

4
Pp0(dBm)

AD LIfl(V/dBm) 0.073 XLI,, 10 20 (B-27)
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and for our detector is ~Fp D (dBm) = +10)

AD,Lj fl (V/dBm) = (0.073) (0.26) 1020 = 0.0623 V/dBm (B-28)

Figure B-3 summarizes linear detector characteristics.

—1~UV~~~~~~~~ I4
•p0(PP)

Pp0(dBm)

00 = KLJfl [iep0(PP)] 0.63 KLjfl 10 20

Pp0(dBm ) — 10 log e
~ 

— 10 log KLIfl + 2 = e0(dBV) — KL,,, (dBV ) + 2

Pp~(dBm) - 20 log L KLin

Pp0(dBm)

KLIn •p0(PP ) — 1.6 10 20

AO L,fl(V N) - KLIfl V/V

Pp~ (dBm)

- 4. #40,Lrn (V/d8m) - 0.073 KL,fl 10 20 V/dBm

A04j,,(V/dBm) - 0 116 •~ 
V/dBm

- 
- - 

-

: 
- FIGURE 8-3. LInear Detector Characteristics.
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Appendix C

STATIC REGULATION CALCULATIONS

The static regulation of AGC loops will now be given. Figure Ia
illustrates the basic loop configuration.

The AGC voltage is

AGC A~ A e(ERef -A VeD) (C-I)

The voltage will vary as the input power is changed. The change in AGC
voltage may be given as

t~AGC = A~ A EA V&D (C-2)

where I~eD is the maximum permissible change in detector outpu t for the
wante d chang e in input power. IJ~eD may be given as

4.

&D ~~ D max - eD ,min (C 3)

eD is related to detector input power, for a square law detector , by
(Appendix B)
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Static Regulation Calculations

~PD (dB m)

$ eD = O.4 KsL 10 10 (C-4)

Substituting Equation C-4 into C-3,

F PpD max (dBm ) 1
~~D = O.4 KSL [io 10 - lOPPD min (dBm) ] (C-5)

This equation may be rewritten as

P DD min (dBm) 
FpD ,max (dB m)

~~D O 4 K SL 10 10 

10PPD ,min (dB m) -1 (C-6)

or

I ~~~PD (
~~~’~

’) 1
~~D eD,mjfl [10 10 _ ij (C-7)

where

~“pD,sL(~~m) = PpD,max(dBm) - PpD,rnin(dBm)

Substituting Equation C-7 into C-2 yields

I ~~pD.SL(dBm) 1
MGC*Ar4 I~AeeD ,mln L10 10 i] (C~8)

t

&
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and solving Equ ation C-8 for I~.PpD(dBm) gives

~!‘pD, sL(dBm) = 10 log ( MGC 
+1 (C-9)

~~~~~~~~~~~~ /
Since the variable gain IF and predetector IF amplifiers are linear,

t~ pD,sL(dBm) = 1~Pjp (dBm) (C-b )

and 
-
.

~~JF,sL(dBm) = 10 log ( MGC 
+1~ (C-li)

\A~?A~AeeD m in /
The average value for eD N  ~

eD,max + eD ,min
eD,N = 

2 (C-12)

If ~~~~ is adjusted in the mid-AGC range, MGC 
~

t~’IF,sL(~~m) 10 log ( AAGC 
+l~ (C.l 3)

\A vA AAeeD,N /
The same procedure can be used to find the static regulation for linear

detectors :

* ~f the AGC vo1t~~e does not dart at zero vo1t~ ~AGC/2 must be added to the
voltage at which the AGC action does start .
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~~~J~~,~~1fl~~~Bm) 2° l0g 
(A~~~~~~D N  

+i) (C.14)

Noting that

AYeD,N = eN (C-is)

Equations C-13 and C-14 become

I
I~I ’IF,sL(~~m) = 10 log ( MGC 

(C- i 6)
\

A/~AE eN /
and

t~
’JF,L,fl(dBm) = 20 log ( MGC 

+1
’
~ (C-li)

\
A~AeeN I

The IF output may be divided (power split) to drive two or more
circuits. Provided all circuitry is linear, the change in power-split output ,
N’0(dBm), will be the same as i~PJF.(dBm) .

a. 

- 
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t

Appendix D

AGC GAIN CALCULATION

The loop gain of the AGC loop is dependent on the AGC gain of the
variable gain iF amplifier. The AGC gain is defined as the change in IF
output voltage for a given change in AGC voltage , or

E~eIF (PP)
AA~~ = -- 

A4GC (F 1~(dBm) = constant) (D-1)

where
1�~.eJF (PP) eJF,max (PP) - eIF,min(FP)

MGC AGCmax - AGCmin

AGCmin = AGC voltage for minimum gain

AGCmax = AGC voltage for maximum gain

The IF output power is

Pjç(dBm) = X(AGC) (D-2)

The IF output volta ge in terms of output power is (Appendix A) 
j

-  
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P~ (dBm)
ejp(PP) = (0.63) 10 20 (D.3)

or, substitut ing Equat ion D-2,

XC4GC)
ej~ PP) = (0.63) 10 20 (D.4)

The change in amplifier output voltage now may be written as

f X~4GC)~ 1~ _ _ _ _ _

‘~IF’ / ’ 1 1 ) °63 Lb 20 - 10 20 J (I~ 5)

or

( X(4GC)\~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
&jp (P J ) = 0.63 20 ) X(4GC)~ j~ 

-1 (D 6)

10 20

or , using Equation D-4 and simplifying,

/ IMGC \
Aejp (PF~ — ej p,mj n(PP) (~io 20 (Di)

The parenthetical term in Equation Di Is of the general form ~ )‘

Expanding this exponential function,

a) ’s I + Yln (a) + [Y in (a)]2 + [~~3!] + . (p 4)
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Provided Y is small (Y < 0.5), Equat ion 1)8 simplifies to

a~’~~~l + Y 1 n (a) (D.9)

Equation D-7 now becomes

or 

= ej p ,m~ (PP) [xMGc (in 10)] (1)40)

&,F (PF) = 0.115 XMGC e,p,mj n (PF) (D.1 1)

Now Equation D l i  may be solved to fInd the AGC gain,

AAGC = O.l iSXe,F,mjfl(PI’) (1) 4 2)

and this equation is valid , to within 10%, for

X~~GC 
< 0.5 (D.13)

The ej p,m~ (PF) term may be replaced by eJF(PF); thus,

0.IlSXe1, (PF) (D-14)

- ~~~~~~
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App endix E

LOOP RISE TIME CALCU LATIONS

The loop rise time for the integrator AGC loop (Figure 2b) will now
be found . The general method will be to solve for the AGC voltage in
terms of input power. This equation can then be differentiate d to find
the change in AGC voltage with change in input power.

The AGC error voltage, e1, is zero under static conditions; however , if
the input power is Increased, the error voltage will increase and fall back
toward zero as the loop nulls. This error voltag e may be given as

ee Ar4,~eD -A ,Eg.f (E l)

The value for CD may be given as CDN ,  the normalized or static value ,
plus 

~~D’ the change In ~D due to a change In Input power. The static
value for CD may be given, for a square law detector , as (Append ix B)

Pp~~ (dBm)
CDN = 0.4 

~SL 
10 10 (E.2)

The value for bAD 1$

bAD LAD,SL(VIdBm)1 [APpD(dBm)I (E.3)
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or , from Append ix B,

bAD a 0.23 CDN &pD(dBm) (E-4)

where

CDN = normali zed detector output voltage

The instantaneous detector output may now be given as

CD = eD).v + 0.23 CDN [t~PpD(dBm)~ (E.5)

The value for &pD(dBm) may be given as

b7,D(dBm) Pp D (dBm) - Pp~,j~,(dBm) (E-6)

since

Pp D (dBm) P1~(dBm) + Ajp(dBm) + ApD(dBm) (El)

4
and (Figure 3)

A1p (dBm) A0(dBm) - I(4GC) (El)

?pD(dBm) P~(dBm) + A0(dBm) - X(AGC) + ApD(dBm) (E-9)

1~.t~on E-5 now becomes
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CD = eD,N Ii  + 0.23 [P1~(dBm) + A0(dBm) - X(AGC) + ApD(dBm)

-PPDN(dBm)J ~ (E-10)

The error voltage may now be written as

e, aA VA~~(eD.~V 1 1 + 0.23 IPin(dBm)+A0(dBm) - X(AGC) +Ap D (dBrn)

(E-I1)

The Integrator output is

AGC1S) * RCS (E-12)

Substitut ing Equation E- 12 into E- 11 and solving for A G4S),

1 •
AGC(S) A,AAA , (eDN~ I + 0.23 [P1~(dBm) +A 0(dBm) +A pD(dBm)

Ref
- XAGC~~

)-PpD,N(dBm)J - 
A J /(RCS+0.23XA,,A,~A ,eDfl)

‘ F
(E43)

To find the change in AGC voltage for a given change in Input power,
Equation £43 Is differentiated with respect to Pin(dBm), gM~~

GC~S) O.23 AI1141&AleD.N (E.14)&ia(dBmXS) RCS + 0.23 IA ,A aA etD N

or
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0.23 A yA~A~C~ N= 
RC S + 0.23 XAP.4~AEeD,N ~P1~(dBm) (S) (E-15)

Assuming a step change in input power ,

0.23 Ape4~A~e~ N 1AP~n(dBm) (S)1
M GC(S) = 

~~~ + 0.23 XAPA~ AEeDN [ j (El 6)

The inverse Laplace transform of Equation E-l 6 is

~P~ (dBm) t/Rc
= - - 

( 0.23 ~~~~~~~~~~ )IJ (E.I 7)

The time constant for Equation E. 17 is

(E-18)

The 10 to 90% ri se time , iv ,., may be approximated as

~ 2.1 T (E-19)

Thus

9..13RC
T,SL — 

XAr4 A
è (E-20)

or, since
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Loop Rise Time Calculations

A PeD N = eN (E-21)

9.13RC
T,SL = 

XAg~A~C~ 
(E.22)

Using the same procedure, the loop rise time for the linear detector is

18.3 RC
Tr,Lin = 

£4~ AIeN 
(E-23)

The loop rise time for the low-pass-filter AGC loop is similar to that
for the integrator AGC loop. One main difference, however, is that the
erro r voltage is zero for the integrator AGC loop under static conditions ,
and is f inite for the low-pass-filter ioop. The error voltage is small for a
well-designed low-pass-fil ter AGC loop and may usually be neglected. The
AGC voltage , for a square law detector , may be given as

0.23 A,A ~A~eD,N
MGC(S) = I + RCY + 0.23 J (ApA~A~C~~~ ~P1~(dBm) (5) (E-24)

The AGC voltage for a step change in input power is

0.23 Ai,AaA,CDN 1~ in(~
m) 1 (E-25)MGC(S) 

R~~ + 0.23 IA ,~A ,~A 1CD N +1 1 S i

If

0.23 XA,4AA.CDN >> 1 (E-26)

— 
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F

0.23 A,A~A eDN
bAGC~S) = 

R~~ + 0.23 IA ,A 1~A teD N 
(E-27)

- 

which is exactly the same equation as the integrator AGC loop,.Equation
E-16. Thus , provided the conditions of Equation E-20 arc met, the
low-pass-filter AGC loop has the same loop rise time as the integrator
AGC loop, Equations E-22 and E-23.

-
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Appendix F

BASICS OF LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFICATION

,ari thm ic ampli fier has an Input -output relationship given by

e0~ K1 log K2 e~ (F-i)

where

= slope

K2 — logarithmic offset

There are several ways to conside r the relationship expressed in
E~piation F-i. Figure F-la illustrates Equation F-i on linear scales (for
two values of K1 and K2). (For slmplicI ty0<e1~~<l0, K 1 = 0.S and l ,
and K2 — 1 and 2.) As will be noted, the output is compressed for
Increasing Inputs. Figure F-2b also Illustrates Equation F-i , but with the
abscissa on a logarithmic scale (log ~~~ As is to be expected, the
Input-output relationship Is a straight line. Rewriting Equation F-i ,

e~~~~ Ki Iog ein +K 1 log K2 (P.2)

one can easily see that Increasing K2 will Increase the output for any
input byaconstant tum (K1 log K1) and wtll have no effect on the
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1.0 
K 1 - 1 . K 2~~~21

f

CONSTANT TERM/LOG 2 e,N 
~(LOG K2).J4

0.8 -

> I CONSTANT
- I FACTOR

0.6 — / (K1)
o I

II K 1 = 0 .5
0.4 — /

O 0.5 LOG e,N

0.2 —

/ eOUT = K 1 LOO K2 eIN

0 ~ I I
0 2 4 6 8 10

INPUT (eIN). V

(a) e1~ linear scale.

1.0 
K 1=1 , K2 =2/ K 1 = 1)

eOUT Z K 1 LOO X2 eIN / K2 z~/

0.3 — LOG 2e IN/ /
/ /LOGeIN

p.
0.~ — CONSTANT TERM CONSTANT

(LOG K2) FACTOR
(K 1)

0.4 —
0 K 1~~~0.5

K2 1

0.2 
. 

0~
5 LOG eIN

%.~ 0.1 1.0 5.0 10.0 
4INPUT (‘IN)’ VI I I. i .  I I I I

-20 —15 — 10 — 5 0 5 10 15 20
INPUT (e,N), dBV

(b) e~ Io aslthmlc and d clbel scale.

FIGURE F-i. Characteristics of Equation F-i
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Basics of Logarithmic A Pnp lif ication

slope , K 1. Increa sing K 1 will increase the slope and increase the output
by a constant factor (K 1).

When dealing with logarithmic amplifiers , the output logarithmic slope
(LS) is usually specified in V/d.8V. This slope may be defined with the
a~d of Figure F-lb (dBV scale) as

e0~~,i 
= K1 log K2 e1~,1 (F-3a)

eOU~ 2 = K1 log K2 ~~~ (F-3b)

Defining &out as

= eout ,2 
— c~ t,i (F-4a)

or using Equations F-3a and F-3b ,

I e1fl~~~
= K1 ( log —i-- (F-4b)

‘ ~e11I ,l 
/

letting

~l 2
= 10(or 1 decade)Cu1,1

Equation F-4b may now be written as

Ae~~5 K1 Jog 10 - (f~5)
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F

The logarithmic slope is

K1 volts
= 

decade 
(F-6)

One decade equals 20 dBV (20 log 10 = 20 dBV), and Equation F-6
may be written as

K 1 volts
‘

~~~

=

~~~~

- 
( ~~~~ 

(F-7)

The input to a logarithmic amplifier is often expressed in dBV (dB
referenced to 1 volt):

e1~(dBV) = 20 log em (F-8a)

or

e1~(dBV)

ej~ = 10 20 (F-8b)

Equation F-i may now be written as

/ 
e1~(dBV)\

e~~~~ Ki log k i 0  20 J +K 1 logK2 (F-9a)

or

K 1e1~(dBV)
20 +K ~ log K 2 (F 9b)
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asks of Logari thmic Amplification

Thus , from Equations F-9b and F.7 and Figure F- ib , It may be seen
that the output increases K1 /20 volt s for each dBV increase in the input.

Varying K2 will increase the output by a constant term (Equation F-2)
and also will shift the value of e~ for e011~ = 0. The value of e1~ for e0~~
= 0 may easily be found by solving Equation F-I with 

~~~~ 
= 0.

e0~1 = K1 log K2 ~~ = 0 (F-b )

or

= (F-ila)

If K2 is given in dBV (20 log K2), the input for e0~1 = 0 is

e1~(dBV) = -K2(dBV) (F-il b)

The incremental linea r gain for the logarithmic amplifier is needed
when solving for the loop gain and static regulation. This Incremental gain
may be given as

de
A iog —s (e13 constant) (F.12)dein

or

~ 0.43 K~A105 — K 1 (log e) — (F-13)
In In

However, substituting Equation F-7 for K1,

86(LS)
(P.14)
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F

Nomenclature

A Conventional gain term
Dynamic AGC gain

AD,L,JI Dynamic dete ctor gain for linear detector
ADSL Dynamic detector gain for square law detector

Ajp (dBm) IF ampli fier gain, in dBm
Integrator frequency dependent gain

A 0(dBm) Maximum IF amplifier gain , in dBm

4PD Predetector amplifier gain
A, Video amplifier voltage gain

Differencin g amplifier gain
A1 Error amplifier voltage gain

B Conventional feedback factor
BW Anten na beamwidth, in degrees
CR Compression ratio
D Integrator or low-pass-filter ioop update duty cycle

dBm Decibel referenced to 1 millIwatt 4
dBV Decibel referenced to I volt

~Ref AGC reference voltage 4
CD Detector output voltage 4

CDN Normalized detector output voltage
C1, pp Pesk.to-p.ak IF amplifier output volta ge

eN Normalized video output voltige
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Nomenclature

F

epD,pp Peak-to- peak detector input voltage
Root mean squared voltage

ev Video amplifier output voltage

f Frequency in hert z

f3dBV (LG) Loop gain 3 dBV frequency response

I 3dBV(LPJ )  Low-pass-filter 3 dBV frequency response
IMR Input modulation reduction

Jr Constant current source in milliamperes

/
K1, K2 Logarithmic video amplifier constants

KLan linear detector diode constant
KSL Square law detector diode constant

LG Loop gain
LGLIJ1 Loop gain for linear detector
LGSL Loop gain for square law detector

LS Logarithmic amplifier slope, in V/dBV
M0 Output modulation

M1 Input modulation

MIF IF amplifier output modulation
N Number of pulses needed t3 normalize loop from

10 to 90%
P Power , in watts
p Number of pulse returns for a scanning beam radar

Pjr~~m5x(dBm) Maximum IF amplifier signal output power, in
dBm, for ‘AGC action

P,,man(dBm) Minimum IF amplifier signal output power, In
dBm, for AGC action

- 

- Pu1(dBm) Signal Input power, In dBm
Pin max(am) Maximum sigflal Input power, In dBm, for AGC

action
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1~n,min(~~m) Minimum signal Input power, in dBm, for AGC
action (sometImes referred to as AGC delay).

P0(dBm) Signal output power, in dBm
PON(dBm) Normalized signal out put power , in dBm
Pp D (dBm) Detector input power , in dBm

PRF Pulse repetition frequency
PR! Pulse repetition interval
R~ Collector resistor

S Laplacian S
7’,, Integrator or low-pass-filter AGC loop update time

Tpui,e Integrator or low-pass-filter time constant
X Slope of variable gain amplifier , dBm/V for IF

amplifiers; dBV/V for video amplifiers

Operational amplifier feedback impedance
MGC Change in AGC voltage into IF amplifier

MGC’ Change in AGC voltage at error amplifier output
Peak-to-peak change in IF amplifie r output voltage

AeN(dBV) Change in normalized video output in dBV

~~N,LIn (
~~~

) Change in normalized video voltage, in dBV, for
linear detector

t~eN,sL(dBV) Change In normalized video voltage, In dBV, for
square law detector
Peak-to-peak change In detector input voltage

Peek-to-peak change In error voltage

~P1p(dBm) Change In IF amplifier output power, In dBm
~Pin(dBm) Change In input power, In dBm

~~,pLL, (dBm) Change In IF amplifier output power, in dBm for
linear detector - 

-

~~ip,sL(~~m) Change In IF amplifier output power , In dBm, for
square law detector



Nomenclature

&0(dBm) Change in output power, In dBm
0 Scanning beam radar scan width, In degrees

• Conical scan modulation phase shIft , In degrecs
Tr,Lin Loop 10 to 90% rise time for linear detector

Loop 10 to 90% rise time for square law detector
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